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Taught by Susan Feinbloom Of Celebrating Spirit

A Shaman is a medicine person who bridges the worlds between ordinary and non- ordinary reality. One
who crosses the veil to divine information and give healings. The Shaman sees the spiritual side of people,
plants, animals and can communicate directly with spirit. Shaman’s source is nature and she sees the
universe as one. To the shaman, looking with non-ordinary vision, sickness is caused by soul loss, and
energy intrusions. Healing takes place on an energetic level of engagement.
In this class:
v We will learn to journey to non-ordinary reality, to contact and create a relationship with power
animals, plant allies, nature spirits and teachers. In these states we have direct access to spirit,
strengthen our relationship to nature, and strengthen our luminous field.
v We will learn to get questions answered and receive healings from the spirits of plants, animals and
teachers.
v We will explore and map the cosmos of non-ordinary reality.
v This class will include the Exploration of past soul loss and group healing rituals. We will address our
deepest separateness and isolation.
Bring a drum or rattle, blanket, scarf, pad and pen.
Dates: Friday June 20th 6-8:30pm, Sat June 21st 10 to 9pm, Sun June 22nd 10-5
Location: Healdsburg, Ca Fee: $350. Deposit: $100 (non-refundable)

Contact: Susan Feinbloom (707) 433-7135

Susan Feinbloom a mystic with eyes turned inward to infinity, and cosmic consciousness; integrating her
spiritual nature in this body, infusing it into her work, sprinkling it back to the universe.
Susan has extensive experience and training in Shamanism. She has visited and worked with indigenous
Shamans in Nepal and Tuva. She is a psychic, psychic-psychotherapist, homeopathic consultant, cranialsacral and ortho-bionomy bodyworker, Soul Regression Hypnotherapist and a plant spirit medicine
practitioner in private practice in San Rafael and Healdsburg California.

